
Mapping the Birth of Jesus!
! Your task is to make a map showing significant 
locations related to the birth of Jesus in Bethlehem.

Please follow all the directions and use your creativity to 
communicate in map form!

Directions:

 Include a legend to tell what each symbol stands for
 Include a compass rose, with the cardinal directions marked (you may also 

mark the intermediate directions if you wish) This does not need to match the real 
Bethlehem, just use your imagination!

 Include a title for your map
 Include By: your name, number, and date near the title
 Include a symbol on the map and in your legend for each of the following:

 the inn (in Bethlehem)
 the stable/cave (outside of Bethlehem)
 Mary and Joseph’s route
 the hills (where shepherds tended their flocks)
 the Wise Men’s route (remember they came from the east!)
 the shepherds watching their sheep
 the angels announcing Jesus’s birth
 the shepherds’ route

 Add words to label your map
 Add extra details that are not on the “required” symbols list 
 Make your map colorful!
 Make your map detailed
 Make your map neat
 Make your map fill the space
 Use correct spelling and capitalization



Mapping the North Pole!
! Your task is to make a map showing significant 

locations related to Santa’s secret workshop at the 
North Pole.

Please follow all the directions and use your creativity to 
communicate in map form!

Directions:

 Include a legend to tell what each symbol stands for
 Include a compass rose, with the cardinal directions marked (you may also 

mark the intermediate directions if you wish) This does not need to match the real 
North Pole, just use your imagination!

 Include a title for your map
 Include By: your name, number, and date near the title
 Include a symbol on the map and in your legend for each of the following:

 the workshop (for making toys)
 the stable (for reindeer)
 the North Pole
 the “take off” and “landing” strip for the sleigh (have it going east-west)
 the elves’ homes
 Santa and Mrs. Claus’s home
 the route one elf takes who makes toys
 the route a different elf takes who cares for the reindeer

 Add words to label your map
 Add extra details that are not on the “required” symbols list 
 Make your map colorful!
 Make your map detailed
 Make your map neat
 Make your map fill the space
 Use correct spelling and capitalization


